
WHITE PEOPLE ARE the most hated group on this planet today. Our very existence is 
threatened by media-fueled, institutionalized hatred. e media and institutions of our 
own countries have been turned against us and used to facilitate mass replacement migra-
tion on a scale unprecedented in human history. Super-wealthy and powerful haters (who 
pose as being “liberal” and “against hate”) have made it nearly impossible for any candidate 
or public gure to rise who openly takes the side of White people. Some Whites have been 
corrupted by this hate campaign and actively work to dispossess their own people. Most 

have been intimidated into keeping silent, keeping their heads down, and hoping for the 
best, a “strategy” that will lead to disaster and death. e National Alliance, founded by 
physicist William Pierce, is an organization of White men and women who know that our 
replacement by those who cannot bring White children into this world must be stopped. 
And we have a plan to accomplish that
most moral and necessary goal. $3
brings that plan to your mailbox. BOX 4 • MOUNTAIN CITY • TN 37683 • USA
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